Every dealer knows wholesale inventory is critical to used car success, but not every wholesale purchase makes the profit you expect. The countless hours dealers sink into searching and scrutinizing cars make every loss all the more frustrating. The good news is, you can now stop searching for cars. When you source wholesale, simply say...
Stockwave has changed wholesale sourcing forever. Now dealers can find profit potential among thousands of vehicles at auctions across the country — instead of searching through cars that won’t gross.

Stockwave captures your buying preferences and profit goals, and your dedicated Performance Consultant will help you define a comprehensive buying strategy. Then, Stockwave simply shows you the money-making inventory to buy, so you only bring home big winners.

**Show me my max bid.**

Know exactly what to pay to protect your margins, based on your exit strategy and profit goals.

**Show me my profit.**

Stockwave totals your reconditioning, transportation and other costs. Then it calculates that number against your target retail price and your profit expectations. You always know exactly how much money you can make on every car.

**Show me the best cars.**

Aggregated listings from multiple auction houses across the country appear in one constant stream, ranked by profit potential. You’ll never see cars that won’t gross — just the ones that make you money.

**Show me options at every auction.**

Stockwave searches hundreds of thousands of vehicles at auctions across the country — online and physical — ensuring you’re aware of every inventory opportunity that fits your goals.

**Show me perfectly matched inventory.**

Stockwave Offers automatically notifies you when Stockwave finds wholesale inventory that meets your profit objectives. You’ll get an alert on any device you use with Stockwave... all you have to do is say either “I’ll take it” or “No thanks!”